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Introduction
Aerospace power is emerging as a key instrument of Chinese statecraft. Informed by universal air
campaign theory and spurred by a global diffusion of technology, the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) is developing capabilities that could alter the strategic landscape well beyond the Asia-Pacific
region. Aerospace power is unquestionably defining the future strategic environment in a region
whose vast distances place a premium on speed and agility that defy the laws of gravity.
In this theater, aerospace power is the key to gaining strategic advantages by the application of
military force via platforms operating in, or passing through, air and space. Control of the skies is a
critical enabler for dominance over the earth’s surface and is often a vital determinant of success or
defeat in a conflict. Gaining and maintaining air superiority provides a political and military
leadership with the operational freedom needed to coerce an opponent to make concessions in
political disputes or gain a decisive edge on the surface.
The rise of China as a major economic, technological, military, and political player is changing the
dynamics in the Asia-Pacific region and the world. Uncertainty over Chinese intentions is creating
anxieties. As the Brookings Institution’s Richard Bush notes, “a rising power poses a challenge to the
prevailing international system and to the states that guard that system, because the new power’s
intentions are usually unclear.”1 Princeton University’s Aaron Friedberg also explains “China’s longterm strategic intentions are not only unknown, they are also, at this point, unknowable.”2 Against
this backdrop of ambiguity and uncertainty about the future, China’s aerospace developments merit
further examination.
The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is rapidly advancing its capacity to apply aerospace power in
order to defend against perceived threats to national sovereignty and territorial integrity.
Constrained by a relatively underdeveloped aviation establishment, the PLA is investing in aerospace
capabilities that may offset shortcomings in the face of a more technologically advanced adversary.
Whoever dominates the skies over a given territory – be it Taiwan, disputed territories in northern
India or Japan, or the South China Sea – has a decisive advantage on the surface.
Most significant is the expansion of, and growing reliance on, conventional ballistic and ground
launched cruise missiles as the centerpiece of the PRC’s political and military strategy. Large scale
theater missile raids, combined with other enablers such as an electronic attack, directed against
selected critical nodes within an opponent’s command and control structure or air defense system
can enable conventional air operations to be carried out at reduced risk and cost.
Barring the fielding of effective countermeasures, Chinese conventional theater missiles, specifically
short and medium range ballistic and extended range land attack cruise missiles, may give the PLA a
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decisive advantage in future conflicts around China's periphery. Ballistic and ground launched, land
attack cruise missiles (LACMs) are an attractive means of delivering lethal payloads due to the
inherent difficulties in defending against them. Ballistic missiles themselves have a strong coercive
effect as potential adversaries around the PRC periphery have limited defensive countermeasures.
The PRC is also focused on developing the means to deny or complicate the ability of the United
States to intervene in a regional crisis. Authoritative Chinese writings indicate research into, and
development of, increasingly accurate and longer range conventional strategic strike systems that
could be launched from Chinese territory against land and sea-based targets throughout the AsiaPacific region in a crisis situation.
Extended range conventional precision strike assets could be used to suppress U.S. operations from
forward bases in Japan, aircraft battle groups operating in the Western Pacific, and perhaps over the
next five to 10 years from U.S. bases on Guam. Development and eventual deployment of an antiship ballistic missile (ASBM) is an example of this emerging capability. China’s research and
development (R&D) community is also expanding the nation’s capacity for regional maritime
surveillance. Most noteworthy is the development of slow moving flight vehicles that operate in near
space – the domain above where conventional aircraft fly yet below orbiting satellites.
Beijing’s theater missile-centric strategy presents challenges that transcend the operational realm.
Beijing's large infrastructure of short range ballistic missiles (SRBMs) opposite Taiwan fosters
mistrust and discourages meaningful political dialogue that could lead toward a resolution of
differences in a manner acceptable to people on Taiwan and the international community.
Beyond Taiwan, the conventional theater missile3 build-up has the potential to create strategic
competitions that increase the risks of conflict in the future. The PRC’s growing capacity to exercise
its aerospace power around its periphery provides an incentive for neighbors to shore up defenses,
as well as develop similar capabilities. The most effective and efficient means of defending against
theater missiles is neutralizing the missile infrastructure on the ground. In the absence of a common
framework governing the horizontal and vertical proliferation of ballistic and ground-launched cruise
missiles, countries throughout the region, including the United States and India, are by necessity
increasing investment into long range precision strike systems in order to maintain a conventional
deterrent and ensure effective defense should deterrence fail.
China’s successes in designing, developing, and producing the world’s largest and most sophisticated
arsenal of medium and intermediate range ballistic missiles creates a demand for similar capabilities
around the world. In other words, the PLA’s conventional theater missile-centric strategy potentially
weakens international efforts to curb the proliferation of the means of delivery for weapons of mass
destruction.
Ballistic and ground-launched cruise missiles have long been of sufficient concern to warrant
international agreements to limit their horizontal and vertical proliferation. The 1987 Intermediate
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Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty led to elimination of U.S. and former Soviet land-based ballistic
and cruise missiles with ranges of between 500 and 5,500 kilometers. In 2007, however, senior
Russian officials announced a possible withdrawal from the INF Treaty unless it was implemented on
a global basis. Opinion leaders in Moscow cited particular concern over the expansion of neighboring
theater missile forces. The Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) and Hague Code of Conduct
against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (HCOC) have both intended to stem the proliferation of
unmanned delivery systems capable of delivering weapons of mass destruction. More recently, calls
have been made to strengthen international regimes to control the proliferation of extended range
LACMs.
This monograph addresses trends in PRC force modernization, strategy, and doctrine that are
intended to exploit weaknesses in regional air defenses, including a growing ability to maintain
persistent surveillance out to a range of 3,000 kilometers. Included is a detailed overview of China’s
expanding short and medium range ballistic missile and ground launched cruise missile
infrastructure. The subsequent section outlines trends in conventional air force, air and missile
defense, and long range precision strike modernization in Taiwan, Japan, India, and the United
States. The final section addresses options for countering the coercive utility of evolving PRC
aerospace power, including cooperative threat reduction initiatives.
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Aerospace Campaign Theory
Unimpeded access to skies over a region is a significant demonstration of power. As a key architect
of modern U.S. air doctrine, retired Colonel John Warden once observed, “no country has won a war
in the face of enemy air superiority, no major offensive has succeeded against an opponent who
controlled the air, and no defense has sustained itself against an enemy who had air superiority.”
The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) defines air superiority as “that degree of dominance of one force over
another which permits the conduct of operations by the former and its related land, sea, and air
forces at a given time and place without prohibitive interference by the opposing force.”4 As Warden
observed, “to be superior in the air, to have air superiority, means having sufficient control of the air
to make air attacks on the enemy without serious opposition and, on the other hand, to be free from
the danger of serious enemy air incursions.”5
Success in a sea control campaign, an amphibious invasion, a ground campaign, or a coercive air
campaign depends upon air superiority, as it significantly reduces the risk of surface operations. In a
conflict, the side that first wins air superiority will gain an overwhelming advantage.
Attainment of air superiority requires neutralizing or suppressing assets that can interfere with air
operations, including fighters, ground-based air defenses, sensors such as radar systems, jammers,
and various supporting infrastructure. Like all other systems, air defense has points of failure that
could have system-wide effects if neutralized. For example, since air defense systems rely on
centralized control, the loss of a national, theater, or tactical-level air defense command center could
affect the operations of all assets under its control. Similarly, the loss of a control station or radar
could affect the operations of surface-to-air missile battalions that control multiple launch units. For
countering fighters and other long range precision strike assets, history has shown that, if
operational surprise can be achieved, targeting runways, logistical support, aircrews, and aircraft on
the ground is more cost effective than fighting air battles.6
A strategy for attaining air superiority can be operationally offensive, defensive, or a combination of
both. However, a defensively configured force risks relinquishing initiative to the attacker and
requires greater resources than offensively configured force structure. In addition, as Warden notes,
a defensive-oriented force by itself “can lead at best to a draw, never to a positive result.”7 On the
other hand, an operationally offensive approach can maintain the initiative, keep the fight on enemy
territory, extract maximum leverage from limited air assets, and increase stress on the defender.
However, if the defender has the advantage, an aggressor would likely conclude that the costs of an
offensive campaign may outweigh the benefits.
Aerospace power can serve political as well as military objectives. Coercive aerospace power is the
integrated application of information operations and weapon systems, through the medium of air,
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against strategic and operational-level targets to influence an adversary to act in a manner that it
may not otherwise. Therefore, strikes are not only mounted or threatened against key infrastructure
and installations, but are also intended to change the target entity’s policy. Hence, the effectiveness
of a coercive air campaign is measured by strategic outcomes, notably attainment of political goals,
rather than on tactical effectiveness (such as how well bombs, missiles, and electronic attack affects
targets).
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Chinese Aerospace Campaign Theory
Influenced by U.S. campaign theory, aerospace power is emerging as a key instrument of PRC
statecraft. Like most defense establishments, the PLA characterizes its modernization efforts as
defensive in nature. To this end, aerospace power is viewed as a vital element of territorial air
defense with offensive air operations as a key capability. As the PRC’s 2008 Defense White Paper
explains:
China pursues a national defense policy which is purely defensive in nature. China
places the protection of national sovereignty, security, territorial integrity,
safeguarding of the interests of national development, and the interests of the
Chinese people above all else.8
Over the years, the PLA has made significant advances in developing a force capable of applying
aerospace power in a joint environment.9 PLA analysts view aerospace campaigns as an integral
component of “firepower warfare,” which involves the coordinated use of PLA Air Force (PLAAF)
strike aviation assets, Second Artillery conventional theater missiles, and information warfare.
Although China’s military leadership appears to be developing a range of options for all levels of
warfare, the PLA is most disposed toward a denial strategy that emphasizes operational paralysis as
a means of defense or duress to compel an adversary to heed Beijing’s will.
A coercive campaign would require a highly centralized operational command and control system
that is closely linked to the political leadership. In this scenario, a Joint Theater Command would be
responsible for operational-level command and control. With Theater Command’s primary command
post as the critical node for directing operations, other supporting facilities would include centers for
communications, firepower coordination, intelligence information, electronic countermeasures
command, and weather. Among these, the firepower coordination center is critical for guiding the air
and theater missile campaign against key targets in order to achieve strategic and theater objectives.
PLAAF, Second Artillery, special operations, and ground force representatives man cells and liaise
with their respective component-level operational command centers.10
Since as early as 2004, a guiding PLA objective for developing its armed forces is “informatization.”
This principle stresses the centrality of information technology in weapon systems and their
operation. Investment priorities include increasingly accurate and lethal theater ballistic and LACMs;
development and acquisition of increasingly sophisticated multi-role fighters; and development of
stand-off and escort jammers as well as other electronic warfare assets. At the same time, Beijing is
investing in advanced command, control, communications, and intelligence systems while placing
greater emphasis on training, particularly through the use of simulators.
|6
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Chinese Force Modernization
Today, the PLA leadership depends upon its ballistic and land attack cruise missile force – the Second
Artillery – to deter potential adversaries, and defend against perceived threats to national
sovereignty and territorial integrity. Increasingly accurate conventional ballistic missiles and ground
launched cruise missiles (GLCMs) are the optimal means for suppressing enemy air defense and
creating a more permissive environment for subsequent conventional air operations due to their
relative immunity to defense systems. In a conflict, they can be supported by electronic attack assets
which reduce early warning and confuse enemy commanders. In addition, space-based, airborne,
and ground-based sensors can facilitate command and control, and provide crucial strategic
intelligence, theater awareness, targeting, and battle damage assessment information.
The joint application of aerospace forces creates a synergy that could have significant military and
political effects. Looking beyond traditional ballistic and land attack cruise missiles, China currently
views the realm between the atmosphere and space as a new area of global competition. This has
compelled its research and development community to conduct feasibility studies into a new
generation of flight vehicles and sensor systems.

Regional conventional missiles. Source: DOD China Military Power Report, 2009.
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The Centerpiece of China’s Coercive Aerospace Power: Conventional Ballistic and Land
Attack Cruise Missiles
The PRC’s growing arsenal of increasingly accurate and lethal conventional ballistic and land attack
cruise missiles has rapidly emerged as a cornerstone of PLA warfighting capability.
Since the official establishment of the PLA’s first SRBM brigade in 1993, ballistic missiles have been a
primary instrument of psychological and political intimidation, but also potentially devastating tools
of military utility. As witnessed in 1995, the PLA launched four missiles off the coast of Taiwan as a
warning to the island’s politicians. Six months later, the New York Times reported explicit Chinese
threats to conduct follow-on ballistic missile exercise strikes in order to deter perceived moves
toward de jure independence by then-KMT President Lee Teng-hui and to send a signal of Chinese
displeasure to the international community. While many in Beijing appear convinced that the
missiles were politically effective, others acknowledged that the exercises sparked worldwide antiChina sentiment, strengthened U.S. alliances in the region, re-invigorated the U.S.-Taiwan defense
relationship, and hardened U.S. resolve to intervene in any future use of force against Taiwan.11
Over the last two decades, the Second Artillery’s conventional ballistic and land attack cruise missile
force - a form of aerospace power that will be critical for achievement of information dominance and
air superiority in the opening phase of a conflict - has significantly expanded. Reporting directly to
the Central Military Commission, Second Artillery headquarters oversees one central nuclear
warhead storage base and six missile bases that operate throughout the vast expanse of China:


Headquartered in Shenyang, 51 Base consists of five brigades extended across five
provinces in north and northeastern China.



From Huangshan city in Anhui, the 52 Base oversees five SRBM brigades and as
many as three MRBM brigades in southeast China.



Headquartered in Kunming, the 53 Base manages two medium range ballistic
missile brigades in Yunnan and two GLCM brigades located in the provinces of
Guangxi and Guizhou.



Luoyang’s 54 Base commands three intercontinental ballistic missile brigades
concentrated in Henan.



Headquartered in the western Hunan city of Huaihua, the 55 Base consists of three
ICBM brigades in Hunan and one GLCM brigade in neighboring Jiangxi province.



From Xining city in Qinghai, the 56 Base oversees four brigades operating in Qinghai,
Xinjiang, and Gansu.



The Second Artillery centrally stores most of the country’s nuclear warheads in
Taibai County, deep in the Qinling Mountains of Shaanxi Province.12
|8
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Second Artillery headquarters also oversee a number of direct reporting operational support units.
For example, a regiment-sized unit north of Beijing specializes in all-source intelligence, and would
likely be deployed to a theater command center as the intelligence cell.13 At least one, and probably
two, electronic countermeasures (ECM) regiment would support the Second Artillery component
commander within a Joint Theater Command.14 A central depot north of Beijing stores non-mission
essential supplies for the entire force.15 Education for new officers is carried out at the Second
Artillery Engineering Academy in Xian. This educational facility supplies approximately 88% of all
launch brigade commanders, 75% of the brigade chiefs of staff, and 90% of engineering department
directors.16
The Second Artillery relies on an expansive defense industrial R&D and manufacturing supply chain
for its weapons and systems. Details on the acquisition process, including development of
operational requirements, are unavailable at the current time. However, two large state-owned
enterprises – the China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC) and China Aerospace
Science and Technology Corporation (CASC) – are known to design, develop, and manufacture
missile systems for the Second Artillery through the PLA’s procurement agency, the General
Armaments Department (GAD).17
For military-industrial coordination and quality control, the Second Artillery maintains 18
representative offices in key CASIC and CASC locations as well as in other research, development,
and manufacturing centers. As a new missile variant is being developed and tested, a select group of
field grade officers forms a regimental-level “seed unit” [种子队]. The unit familiarizes itself with the
R&D design team, assembly plant, and supply chain and develops tactics and maintenance
procedures, as well as simulation systems, to ensure the smooth introduction of the new variant into
the operational inventory. The seed unit that is introducing a new missile variant in the Second
Artillery is often attached to an existing brigade equipped with a similar airframe for administrative,
training, and other support. The unit transitions to a new location and eventually upgrades to
brigade status once it is equipped with new missiles and attains full operational capability.18

Short Range Ballistic Missile Infrastructure
The Second Artillery’s SRBM infrastructure is a central component of the PRC’s coercive political and
military strategy. In 2000, China’s SRBM force was limited to one “regimental-sized unit” in
southeastern China. Today, the force has grown to at least seven SRBM brigades. Among these, five
are subordinate to the Second Artillery’s 52 Base and the remaining two units report directly to
military regions.19
The CASC DF-15 and CASIC DF-11 SRBM systems have roots in the 1980s. Encouraged to enter the
export market to offset declining domestic demand for defense production, formal R&D on the DF15 began in April 1985. Active international marketing began in November 1986, when the missile
was displayed during a Beijing defense exhibition. The space and missile industry concluded an
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agreement for the sale of the M-9
M 9 to Syria in early 1988 before flight testing and design finalization.20
CASIC’s 066 Base in Hubei also
also entered the competition and began development of a 300 kilometer
range DF-11
DF 11 (export designation: M-11)
M 11) solid fueled ballistic missile in 1985. The DF
DF-11
11 was
successfully flight tested in 1990, and initial contract for sale in Pakistan was signed in early
early 1991.21
In the wake of its success in producing the first batch of DF-11
DF 11 missiles for ground forces, the 066
Base worked to double the range of the DF-11
DF 11 without compromising accuracy.22
With a 1988 decision to deploy ballistic missiles in a conventional role, the PLA’s SRBM build
build-up
opposite Taiwan began with establishment of a seed unit on August 1, 1991. Under the guidance of
52 Base’s Major General Yang Yegong, the team consisted of 11 junior and field grade officers under
the leadership of then Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel Gao Jin.23
Today, Major General Gao Jin commands the world’s largest and most
lethal SRBM force in the world. However, the number of missiles in the
Second Artillery, widely cited as exceeding 1,300 (including tactical
missiles assigned to ground forces), may be less relevant than how they
are organized and prepared for deployment.
A standard SRBM brigade consists of six battalions; each including two
companies and at least two or
or three launchers are assigned to each
Major General Gao Jin, 52 Base Commander.
24
company. Therefore, a combined force of five brigades could
Source: CCTV.
theoretically could leverage between 120 and 180 mobile launchers to
carry out a salvos fired from multiple axes to saturate missile defenses, paralyze airbases
airbases by
damaging runways, and attack other military infrastructure. In addition to the launch battalions, a
brigade headquarters oversees a command post, a technical battalion, a communications battalion,
an ECM group, and an established rail transfer point.
poin 25
Since at least 1994, a specialized regiment reporting to 52 Base headquarters appears to store most
SRBMs, related assemblies, and components at a hardened facility in Shangrao County, with annexes
in the Qimen and Leping areas.26 A specialized test aand
nd measurement unit is collocated with the
27
maintenance support depot for missile components. Arrayed against Taiwan are at least five SRBM
brigades subordinate to Second Artillery, the PLA’s primary strategic strike force:


Leping SRBM Brigade (96165 Unit). The first SRBM brigade to be established
opposite Taiwan is situated in the Jiangxi city of Leping. Accepting its first delivery of
SRBMs in April 1992 and formal establishment as a brigade in 1993, the Leping
brigade’s first operational SRBM test launch
launch was on November 23, 1993. Known as
the Excalibur Brigade [shenjian
[shenjian diyi lu; 神剑第一旅]
神剑第一旅] and for its role in the 1995 and
1996 missile exercise off the coast of Taiwan, the Leping brigade is likely equipped
with the DF-15B
DF 15B SRBM, which replaced the older DF
DF-15A
15A variant as early as 2001
and was showcased during the October 2009 National Day parade.28
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Yong’an SRBM Brigade (96167 Unit). The second SRBM brigade, headquartered in
the Fujian Province city of Yong’an, is reportedly equipped with the DF-15A
DF 15A or DFDF
15B SRBM. Yong’an’s “Missile Launch Vanguard Battalion” [导弹发射先锋营
导弹发射先锋营 was
导弹发射先锋营]
awarded one of the country’s highest honors by Jiang Zemin in January 2005.29



Meizhou SRBM Brigade (96169 Unit). Located in the eastern edge of Guangdong
province near Fujian, establishment of the Meizhou brigade marked the initial
introduction of the 600 kilometer range DF-11A
DF 11A SRBM. Its six battalions appear to
be located within a 60 kilometer radius of Meizhou, specifically in the areas of
Nankou Village, Fengshun County, Xiyang Village, and
and Pingyuan County.30



Ganzhou SRBM Brigade (96162 Unit). Located in southern Jiangxi Province, the
Ganzhou brigade appears to be the second DFDF-11A
11A brigade to have been
established. Operating areas appear to be in Zhanggong County, Ruijin City, Yudu
County, Nankang
Nankang City, and Xinqiu County.31



Jinhua SRBM Brigade (96164 Unit). Another brigade, most likely equipped with the
DF-11A
11A SRBM, is located in the area of Jinhua, Zhejiang Province. The brigade
commander, Colonel Zhang Jianqiang [张建强],
[
], was an original member of the
32
initial SRBM seed unit in the early 1990s.

Second Artillery’s short range ballistic missile brigades.
brigades. Source: Google Maps.
Maps
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The SRBM brigades appear to be stepping up their training program. In 2009, China’s state-run
media announced that the Second Artillery and PLAAF had conducted one of the largest joint
exercises to date in northwest and northeast China. Deploying from home bases in southeast China,
the Second Artillery contingent was the lead service in the exercise and was represented by 5,000
soldiers from four SRBM brigades. They were supported by two PLAAF divisions and a radar
brigade.33

Medium Range Ballistic Missiles
Having established a solid foundation in conventional SRBMs, the PLA has begun to extend and
diversify the warfighting capacity of the Second Artillery’s ballistic missile force. The centerpiece of
the Second Artillery’s regional mission is the two stage, solid fueled DF-21 medium range ballistic
missile (MRBM). The first DF-21 system with a dedicated nuclear mission entered the Second
Artillery’s operational inventory in 1991 and gradually replaced older liquid-fueled DF-3A
intermediate range ballistic missile systems. A seed unit has been established at early as 1985 to
work with industry to develop tactics and maintenance procedures.
Design work on a follow-on variant, the DF-21A, began in 1988, with initial flight testing in April 1992.
Tested to a maximum range of 3,000 kilometers, the DF-21A design was finalized in 1997 and
conversion to the longer range DF-21A began taking place in the late 1990s and early 2000s.34 The
CASIC Fourth Academy has been responsible for the design, development, and manufacturing of all
DF-21 variants. More specifically, the Fourth Academy’s 307 Factory in Nanjing is reportedly
responsible for assembling the DF-21C, as well as the DF-21D maritime strike variant in the future.35
Over the next five to 10 years, the centerpiece of the Second Artillery’s extended range conventional
strike capability will be the DF-21C MRBM. Capable of both conventional and nuclear missions
[hechang jianbei; 核常兼备], the DF-21C’s guidance, navigation, and control system is modeled after
the U.S. Pershing II. The terminally-guided DF-21C can deliver a 2,000 kilogram warhead to a range of
at least 1,750 kilometers with a circular error probability of less than 50 meters. The system could be
used for conventional strikes against targets throughout Japan from east and northeast China, New
Delhi if based in Xinjiang, and western India if based in Yunnan.36
The Second Artillery has an operational force structure of at least eight, and possibly as many as 10,
brigades equipped with a DF-21 variant. Trends indicate that conventionally capable variants are
gradually replacing at least a portion of the force’s DF-21A inventory. Standard DF-21C force
structure appears to mirror that of SRBM brigades with each brigade having six launch battalions
with two companies each. Assuming a single launcher is assigned to each company, a DF-21C brigade
could be initially equipped with 12 launchers.37
In its 2009 Report to Congress on PRC Military Power, the Department of Defense estimated that 20
to 40 MRBMs and a slightly lower number of launchers are being produced annually.38 However,
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China’s defense industrial and operational infrastructure indicates significant capacity for growth.
The Report noted that China’s capacity for MRBM production may have doubled. This assessment is
supported by Chinese aerospace industry reporting.39
The following units are leading candidates for the conventional DF-21C MRBMs:


Laiwu MRBM Brigade (96117 Unit). The first brigade to be equipped with the
conventional-capable DF-21C is home-based in the suburbs of Laiwu, Shandong
Province.40 At least one reference indicates that a new Second Artillery brigade may
be in the process of being formed near Laiwu, specifically in the vicinity of the
Shandong Province city of Qingzhou (alleged the 96119 Unit).41



Qimen MRBM Brigade (96163 Unit). A well established Second Artillery brigade
near Qimen, Anhui Province, may be the second DF-21 unit to upgrade to the dual
capable DF-21C. The Qimen brigade participated in a combined arms exercise in
December 2009 in the Jinan Military Region.42



Kurle MRBM Brigade (96365 Unit). A relatively new brigade that may be equipped
with the DF-21C is home-based in the Xinjiang city of Kurle. Established in 2006,
media reporting indicated that the unit conducted a short notice exercise in which it
deployed 200 kilometers within three hours upon order.43



Possible Chizhou MRBM Unit (96166 Unit). A new Second Artillery launch unit is
being formed in the vicinity of an existing DF-21 brigade (96161 Unit) in Chizhou City
municipality. Established in the 2006 timeframe, the unit appears to still be in its
formative stage and is not yet a full brigade.44 Its proximity to an existing MRBM
brigade could permit the new unit to leverage its logistical infrastructure until it
upgrades to a full brigade. The unit leadership has extensive experience with
conventional ballistic missile operations, specifically the Yong’an brigade.45



Possible Chuxiong/Qingyuan MRBM Unit (96219 Unit). Beyond these, a relatively
new launch unit has been identified in the general vicinity of a well-established DF21 brigade in Chuxiong (96213 Unit). Collocation of a regimental-level seed unit with
an existing brigade equipped with the same basic missile airframe allows for the
sharing of administrative, logistical, training, and technical support until a new
missile variant enters the operational inventory of the new seed unit. Once the seed
unit is designated as a full launch brigade, one of the brigades will relocate to its
permanent home. Media reporting indicates that the 96219 Unit is gradually
establishing a presence in the Qingyuan municipality in Guangdong Province.46

Remaining units that may eventually transition into the dual capable DF-21C variant includes the
well-established DF-21 brigade based near Tonghua, Jilin Province, which may have converted to the
longer range DF-21A in 2002.47 Eventual conversion of the sole remaining DF-3 brigade (96113 Unit,
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Jinzhou, Liaoning Province) to a new missile variant is possible in the next several years. Well
established DF-21 brigades are reportedly based in Jianshui, Yunnan Province (96211 Unit) and
Datong in Qinghai Province (96361 Unit). A relatively new brigade will possibly be established to
support training is located near Delingha, Qinghai Province (96367 Unit).48

Ground Launched Cruise Missiles
To augment its ballistic missile arsenal, Second Artillery is steadily expanding its ground launched
LACM infrastructure. GLCMs are powerful instruments of military and political utility due to the
inherent difficulty in defending against them.49 Notably, the stationing of U.S. GLCMs in Western
Europe in 1982 proved to be an effective political-military counter to the Soviet military build-up,
and an asymmetric response to deployment of the lethal SS-20 intermediate range ballistic
missiles.50
Within only a few years of initial deployments, the PRC today has the world’s largest inventory of
extended range GLCMs. Able to penetrate defenses and strike critical targets on land, out to a range
of at least 2,000 kilometers, the Second Artillery’s DH-10 LACMs appear to have enjoyed a relatively
high acquisition priority. Home based in south-central and southwestern China and highly mobile via
rail, cruise missiles are able to strike from any direction, presenting a challenge for the defender with
their low altitude trajectories.51
The CASIC Third Academy’s Third Design Department oversaw DH-10 design, development, and
testing.52 With a supply chain that spans dozens of sub-contractors, low rate initial production of
LACMs began after final acceptance testing on both land- and air-launch variants in late July 2003.
LACM components, including engine, guidance, navigation, and control sub-systems were assembled
at the 159 Factory in Beijing’s Fengtai District53 with engineering and digital scene matching area
correlation (DSMAC) support provided by a specialized unit in Beijing. The DH-10 is deployed on a
three-tube road mobile launcher54 and approximately 100 LACMs enter into the operational
inventory each year.55


Liuzhou GLCM Brigade (96215 Unit). With development efforts underway, the
Second Artillery established a regimental-level seed unit under 53 Base in the
Liuzhou area of Guangxi Province in 2000. After final acceptance testing in July
2003, the regiment conducted its first operational test firing in October 2003, and
by 2006, it had converted to brigade status. Identified as a rapid reaction unit for
cross-country deployments and trained in concealment, the brigade is organized
along similar lines as its SRBM and MRBM counterpart units – six launch battalions
consisting of two companies each.56
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Guiyang GLCM Brigade (96217 Unit).
Members of the original cadre from the
GLCM seed unit in Liuzhou have begun to
transfer to new units, such as a relatively
new brigade that has been established in
the vicinity
vicinity of Guiyang, Guizhou Province.
While unconfirmed, the Guiyang brigade
could be the second GLCM unit under 53
Base or a perhaps specialized training base
Possible 96217 Unit GLCM-Related
GLCM Related Facility,
Facility, Sanya City.
City
for GLCM operations.57 Furthermore, the
Source: Google Earth.
Earth
Guiyang brigade appears to be establishing
a forward presence in the suburbs of Sanya
City on Hainan Island. From Hainan, a GLCM with a range of at least 2,000
kilometers could cover the South China Sea, Strait of Malacca, and the Nicobar and
Andaman Islands. The brigade’s compound, currently under construction near
Sanya, is also within 15 kilometers of the PLA Navy’s new Yalong Bay submarine
base.58



Yichun GLCM Brigade (96317 Unit). Another GLCM brigade reportedly operates
under the 55 Base
Base in the area of Yichun City in Jiangxi Province. The brigade has
been reported to be a rapid reaction unit and has conducted live fire training in
Gansu Province.59

In short, the PRC has the fastest growing and most sophisticated extended range ground-launched
ground launched
LACM infrastructure in the world. Based in south-central
south central and southwest China, two or possibly three
Second Artillery GLCM brigades would be able to rapidly forward
forward deploy in a crisis situation.

Anti Ship Ballistic Missiles and Beyond
Anti-Ship
Authoritative Chinese writings indicate research into, and the development of, increasingly accurate
and longer range conventional strategic strike systems that could be launched from Chinese territory
against landland and sea-based
sea based targets throughout the Asia-Pacific.
Asia Pacific. An imminent manifestation of long
term intent would be the deployment of conventional MRBMs capable of engaging naval
combatants, including aircraft carrier battle groups,
groups, in the western Pacific Ocean.60
An effective ASBM and persistent maritime surveillance capability could complicate the capacity of
the United States to resist PRC use of force against Taiwan, thus undermining the letter and spirit of
the Taiwan Relations
Relations Act (Public Law 96-8).
96 8). Such conventional precision strike assets may also reflect
intentions to enforce other regional sovereignty claims and secure sea lines of communication. Over
the longer term, successful development and deployment of intermediateintermediate and intercontinentalintercontinental
range conventional ballistic missiles as well as other precision strike assets would offer the PRC
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political leadership a flexible deterrent that could achieve strategic and operational effects against
an enemy in a crisis.
Many of the basic technologies needed for a rudimentary ASBM capability have been in
development for more than 20 years. At the core of this capability is an advanced missile-borne
sensing and data processing system supported by strategic cueing from a dual-use maritime
surveillance network. Barring deployment of effective defenses, an ASBM will give the PLA a
precision strike capability against aircraft carriers and other U.S. and allied ships operating 1,500 to
2,000 kilometers from the eastern coast of China.
Manufacturing facilities for solid rocket motors associated with
an initial ASBM variant, designated as the DF-21D, appear to
have been constructed in 2009. Flight testing of a new motor
and airframe is likely underway.61 Integrated flight testing of the
airframe, motor, guidance, navigation, and control systems
against a target at sea will likely be the final step in the design
certification process.62

ASBM – a challenge to U.S. carriers in the Western Pacific

A seed unit has likely been established and home base selected
for the initial introduction of the maritime variant of the DF-21
into the Second Artillery.63 Its deployment in Guangdong could
offer coverage of both the Western Pacific and South China Sea.
Furthermore, follow-on variants could extend an ASBM’s range
out to Guam, and incorporate more sophisticated trajectories
and missile defense countermeasures.

Over the longer term, Chinese technical writings indicate the preliminary conceptual development of
a conventional global precision strike capability. The accuracy and range of the PLA’s conventional
ballistic missile force is also expected to improve significantly over the next 10 to 15 years as missiles
incorporate more advanced inertial and satellite aided navigation systems, sophisticated terminal
guidance systems, and increasingly powerful solid rocket motors.

Conventional Air Modernization
While the Second Artillery has expanded significantly, PLAAF modernization has progressed at a
more modest pace.64 The PLAAF has been diversifying its roles and missions, moving away from a
force exclusively responsible for air defense, interdiction, and close air support for ground forces
toward a service whose primary mission is deterrence and strategic attack. The PLAAF’s
diversification is grounded in a body of theories which stipulate that a firepower warfare campaign
could independently support national objectives. The predominant operational focus of the Air Force
is denial - paralyzing an adversary’s capabilities to the extent that further resistance appears futile
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and the costs of continued resistance outweigh surrender. However, the PLAAF envisions its future
role as an independent service capable of conducting strategic strike missions at extended ranges in
support of national objectives.
Given resource constraints and the overlap in the core mission of strategic strike, the rapid rise of
the conventional Second Artillery may have contributed to the slow pace of PLAAF modernization.65
The rapid deployment of ballistic missiles and GLCMs has dampened the requirement for an
offensive-oriented Air Force. Another possible constraint has been the limitations of China’s aviation
industry and its corresponding reliance on foreign procurement of key systems. Nevertheless, over
the coming decade, a capable and technologically advancing domestic aviation industry may be
positioned to better support the PLAAF’s vision of becoming a world-class service capable of
conducting air campaigns independent of the Second Artillery.
To close the gap between its doctrinal aspirations and actual capabilities, the PLAAF has made
significant investments into force modernization over the last 20 years. Since the introduction of the
first conventional ballistic missile into Second Artillery inventory in 1991, the PLAAF has procured
new multi-role fighters, invested in sophisticated ground-based air defenses, upgraded existing
airframes, procured airborne early warning (AEW) and aerial refueling platforms, and introduced
advanced electronic warfare systems.
Senior PLAAF representatives have outlined general requirements for meeting expected strategic
challenges. According to China’s 2008 Defense White Paper, “the Air Force is working to accelerate
its transition from territorial air defense to both offensive and defensive operations, and increase its
capabilities for carrying out reconnaissance and early warning, air strikes, air and missile defense,
and strategic projection, in an effort to build itself into a modernized strategic air force.” Guided by
the development strategy of “integrated air and space, and combined offense and defense
[空天一体, 攻防兼备], senior PLAAF leadership note that required capabilities include the capacity
to carry out long range precision strike, an ability to attain local or limited air superiority, stealth,
“full spectrum” air and missile defense, new “trump card” [撒手锏] weapon systems, long range
airlift [远程投送], and unmanned aerial vehicles.66 As PLAAF Commander Xu Qiliang argued in a
recent media interview, integrating air and space operations is needed to ensure strategic
dominance on the sea and ground.67
The PLAAF’s long term vision is to be able to conduct an independent air campaign to achieve
decisive strategic effects. Such a goal should not be surprising. Since the publication of Giulio
Douhet’s Command of the Air in 1921, airpower proponents in China have envisioned the
transformation of warfare through long-range strategic strikes. PLAAF representatives have argued
in favor of a gradual transition from supporting ground forces in defensive counterair missions and
close air support, to joint operations, and finally to a fully independent service able to conduct
strategic strike missions at extended ranges.68
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With a long term outlook in mind, the PLAAF is gradually improving its capabilities. The Air Force’s
current force structure is a mix of systems procured from Russia and from China’s own aviation
industry. Conventional air platforms include Su-27 air superiority fighters, which were procured from
Russia in the early 1990s. A Su-27 variant, the J-11, is assembled in Shenyang. The PLAAF’s first
indigenously produced fourth generation fighter, the J-10, is assembled in Chengdu, and with at least
three regiments equipped with the airframe already, the J-10 will gradually make up the bulk of its
fighter force.69
The backbone of the PLAAF’s long range precision strike capability is the Russian Su-30MKK multirole fighter, a rough equivalent to the U.S. Air Force’s F-15E. The PLAAF’s fleet of 76 Su-30MKK
fighters is augmented by three regiments equipped with the JH-7A, which is gradually replacing the
older Q-5. The JH-7A is reportedly capable of firing the YJ-91/Kh-31P high speed anti-radiation
missile, indicating a primary role in suppressing of enemy air defenses. The PLAAF’s bomber fleet is
still equipped with H-6 bombers, with indications of an upgraded variant capable of launching long
range LACMs.70 Equipped with aerial refueling, supported by initial Second Artillery firepower and
AEW assets, the PLAAF is rapidly improving its ability to conduct interdiction missions at extended
ranges beyond China’s periphery.71
Over time, PLAAF capabilities are likely to expand more rapidly than in the past. For example, PLAAF
Deputy Commander He Weirong outlined the PLAAF’s intent to procure a next generation fighter
over the next eight to 10 years.72 Investments are being made into fielding an advanced active
electronically scanned array (AESA) radar, and the GAD has a dedicated expert working group with
the purpose of achieving breakthroughs in stealth technology.73 According to one detailed Taiwanese
assessment, the PLAAF had set a goal to be able to conduct an air campaign within a 1,000 kilometer
radius of China’s periphery by 2010 – one that has not been successful to date – and extend the
range to 3,000 kilometers by 2030.74
In sum, the PLA Air Force is making modest progress in developing advanced capabilities with an eye
toward expanding its operational range. The ability to carry out strategic strike missions at ranges of
3,000 kilometers or more is viewed as the key to becoming a truly independent service, rather than
one dependent on Second Artillery or restricted to a supporting role for the ground forces. Despite
the PLAAF’s aspirations to develop a force capable of an independent air campaign around China’s
periphery, senior PRC political and military authorities will likely continue to rely on the established
capabilities of the Second Artillery for coercion, strategic strike missions, and suppression of enemy
air defenses for some time to come.

Electronic Warfare
The PLA is supplementing theater missiles and air operations with increasingly sophisticated
electronic attack systems. Leveraging advances in information technology, the PRC is improving its
electronic surveillance, attack, and defense capabilities. During peacetime, ECM regiments are an
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integral part of field exercises under the doctrinal concept of “war under electromagnetic
conditions” [复杂电磁环境下的战场条件]. Preceding and during missile and air attacks, electronic
warfare could pose challenges to the integrity and reliability of an adversary’s situational awareness
and communications by disrupting wireless, satellite, and radar networks. The PLA also views
ground-based jammers as an integral part of its air defense system. In short, electronic warfare
operations would be integrated with the physical destruction of command and control centers, early
warning sites, and air defense systems to reduce the effectiveness of an enemy’s communications
system and to effect systemic paralysis.75
The PLA places a high priority on disrupting or exploiting communications networks. Under certain
conditions, ECM assets are capable of disrupting an enemy’s leadership and operational-level
communications. China’s defense industry is also designing and developing means of jamming U.S.
JTIDS/Link 16 networks and Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite signals.76 Concurrent to
jamming, PLA computer network attack specialists would target automated enemy command
systems through the use of insiders who have penetrated internal networks and/or through preplanted viruses into automated air defense networks.77 In addition, false communications networks,
mimicking real ones, would be launched in an attempt to deceive enemy intelligence assets. Special
emphasis has also been placed on jamming missile defense radar systems.78
The PLA’s electronic warfare infrastructure has expanded dramatically over the last decade. The PLA
General Staff Department's (GSD) Fourth Department leads joint force planning and development of
requirements, and also oversees one or possibly two direct reporting ECM regiments. The first is a
brigade-level organization based in Langfang with subordinate elements in Anhui, Jiangxi, and
Shandong. The other, located on Hainan Island, appears to have either operational or experimental
satellite jamming responsibilities.79 Second Artillery headquarters also directs one or possibly two
ECM regiments, and SRBM brigades also have battalion-level ECM units for point defense against air
strikes. The Air Force has also expanded its airborne ECM capabilities, with specialized regiments
being formed in each military region. One of these regiments is likely responsible for operating
unmanned combat aerial vehicles to target air defense radars.

Sensor Architecture and Integrated Air and Space Defense
The PLA’s ability to conduct strategic and operational strike missions is likely to be restricted by the
range of its persistent surveillance. To expand its battlespace awareness, the PLA is investing in at
least four capabilities that could enable it to monitor activities in the Western Pacific, South China
Sea, and Indian Ocean: 1) near space flight vehicles; 2) space-based satellites; 3) airborne platforms;
and 4) land-based over the horizon radar systems.
Persistent Near Space Surveillance. Chinese analysts view the realm between the atmosphere and
space – “near space” – as an area of future strategic competition.80 Over the decade, near space
flight vehicles (jinkongjian feixingqi; 近空间飞行器) may emerge as a dominant platform for a
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persistent region-wide surveillance capability during crisis situations.81 Near space is generally
characterized as the region between 20 and 100 kilometers (65,000 to 328,000 feet) above the
earth’s surface. The 100 kilometer altitude point, sometimes called the Karman Line, is a rough
border dividing the earth’s atmosphere and outer space. The near space realm is too high for fighter
jets and too low for orbiting satellites. However, coverage from platforms similar to satellites in low
earth orbit could offer significant improvements in resolution. Duration of flight for near space
vehicles far exceeds that of UAVs and their small radar and thermal cross-sections make them
difficult to track and target. Partially powered by high efficiency solar cells, near space vehicles are
viewed as a relatively inexpensive means of persistent broad area surveillance.82
While technical challenges exist, the Second Artillery and China’s defense R&D community have
become increasingly interested in near space flight vehicles for reconnaissance, communications
relay, electronic countermeasures, and precision strike operations.83 For reconnaissance missions,
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) surveillance and electronic intelligence appear to be priorities.84
In order to overcome technical challenges, China’s aerospace industry, specifically CASC and CASIC,
have established new research institutes dedicated to the design, development, and manufacturing
of near space flight vehicles.85 The 068 Base in Hunan province established a Near Space Flight
Vehicle R&D Center in 2005 and its initial projects include the JK-5, JK-12, and JKZ -20 airships.
Similarly, the 10th Research Institute under CASC’s China Academy of Launch Technology (CALT, or
CASC First Academy) was formed in October 2008 after two years of closed door meetings,
conferences, and feasibility studies for the design and development of sensor and possibly strike
systems that exploit the unique characteristics of near space.86 Establishment of a dedicated CALT
research institute for leveraging the unique characteristics of near space signifies the importance
that China places on this domain.87 Most recently in June 2009, a CASC manufacturing facility in
Chengdu (7304 Factory) initiated testing on an engine designed to support a near space flight vehicle
program.88
Space-Based Surveillance. Increasingly sophisticated space-based systems would expand PLA
battlespace awareness and support strike operations further from Chinese shores.89 Space assets
enable the monitoring of naval activities in surrounding waters and the tracking of air force
deployments into the region. Space-based reconnaissance systems also provide imagery necessary
for mission planning functions, such as navigation and terminal guidance for LACMs. Satellite
communications also offer a survivable means of communication that will become particularly
important as the PLA operates further from its territory.
The PRC has embarked on a major dual-use, civil-military space program that is predominantly driven
by the desire to stand among equals in the international community.90 However, as in most space
programs, there is a military stake. A number of authoritative journals have advocated accelerating
and expanding China’s space-based surveillance system, including the need for a “space-based
theater electronic information system” covering an area of 3,000 square kilometers.91 Another
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indicator is unverified sources which report that a strategic cueing network for an ASBM capability,
relying on dual-use satellite architecture, is being implemented ahead of schedule.92
A regional strike capability would partly rely on high resolution, dual-use space-based SAR, electrooptical (EO), and possibly electronic intelligence (ELINT) satellites for surveillance and targeting.
China’s space industry is reportedly nearing completion of its second generation SAR satellite, and its
EO capabilities have been steadily progressing. While information is sparse, indications exist that at
least some funding has been dedicated toward developing a space-based ELINT capability.93 In a
crisis situation, China may have the option of augmenting existing space-based assets with
microsatellites launched on solid-fueled launch vehicles. Existing and future data relay satellites and
other beyond line of sight communications systems could transmit targeting data to and from the
theater and/or Second Artillery’s operational-level command center.94
Over the Horizon Radar. In addition to space-based, near space, and airborne sensors, over the
horizon backscatter (OTH-B) radar systems would be a central element of an extended range air and
maritime surveillance architecture.95 Managed by the PLAAF, an OTH radar system could define the
range of China’s maritime precision strike capability. Skywave OTH radar systems emit a pulse in the
lower part of the frequency spectrum (3 to 30MHz) that bounces off the ionosphere to illuminate a
target – either air or surface – from the top down. As a result, detection ranges for wide area
surveillance can extend between 1,000 and 4,000 kilometers.96 In addition to resolution issues,
Chinese sources cite challenges stemming from sea clutter that makes it difficult to discriminate
between ocean targets. However, engineers are confident in the ability of OTH radar systems to
detect aircraft carriers, airborne assets, and other targets operating with range of the radar system.97
Known as the “skywave brigade,” a PLAAF unit mans a watch center south of Hubei City in Xiangfan.
The brigade also operates transmitter and receiver sites, and ionosphere measuring stations along
China’s southeast coast.98
Integrated Air and Space Defense. The PLA’s expanding sensor architecture is an integral component
of China’s evolving concept for integrated air and space defense. Led by CASIC, China is aggressively
modernizing its surface-to-air missile capability by upgrading current systems, fielding new
generation SAMs, and procuring foreign systems.
Over the last 15 years, the PLA has invested significant resources into enhancing its air defenses
through the acquisition of advanced Russian double digit surface-to-air missile (SAM) assets, such as
the SA-10B, SA-20 PMU1, and SA-20 PMU2 systems, as well as the SA-15. The PLA has also been
developing indigenous systems, such as the HQ-9. With these acquisitions and an advertised
intercept range of 200 kilometers, the effective envelope of the PRC’s air defense network has been
extended well into the Western Pacific. China’s electronics industry also has been engaged in R&D on
bistatic, multi-static, and ultra-wideband (UWB) radar systems that could reduce the effectiveness of
older stealth airframes, such as the F-117 and B-2.
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Integrated air and space defense also includes an ability to counter foreign space-based surveillance
and ballistic and land attack cruise missiles.99 Following a 15 year three-phased missile defense
development plan in 1996, China’s space and missile industry conducted successful tests in January
2007 and January 2010, thus demonstrating an ability to intercept satellites in low earth orbit and
rudimentary MRBMs during the mid-course of their flight.100
Insufficient information is available to assess which service would be equipped with antisatellite/mid-course missile defense systems once a viable capability is ready to be fielded. However,
the Second Artillery and the PLAAF appear to have been competing for the operational space control
and intercept mission.101 For example, an internal Second Artillery text references a “Second Artillery
space operations unit” [二炮太空作战部队] with an operational support function.102 One analysis
explains that the aerospace defense domain would be divided along the Karman Line - the PLAAF
would assume the air defense mission for threats below 100 kilometers while the Second Artillery
would be responsible for threats above 100 kilometers.103
The PLA’s growing aerospace capabilities is supported by an increasingly sophisticated command,
control, and communications architecture. The emphasis has been on high capacity fiber-optics;
switching systems, satellite communication systems; digital data links, and systems integration and
data fusion. In 1986, China’s telecommunications community embarked on a long-term, dual-use
program valued at U.S. $200 billion. By the end of 1995, China had constructed ten of the largest
networks in the world and the PLA had set a goal of laying more than 200,000 kilometer of fiber optic
cable by 2005.104 Observers noted China could develop one of the world’s most advanced
telecommunications infrastructures.105
In summary, a PLA aerospace campaign intended to coerce an adversary would emphasize
preemption, surprise, and concentration of its most advanced assets to achieve a measure of shock.
In order to effectively guide a campaign, command and control would be centrally planned and
executed by the Joint Theater Command. It would also be supported by other joint command
systems, including a joint Firepower Command Center, as well as command centers that oversee
component operations of the PLAAF and the Second Artillery. The PLAAF, while technologically
behind the U.S. Air Force and others, is evolving into a force capable of dominating the skies around
its periphery, with support from the Second Artillery and information warfare assets.
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Regional Scenarios
The PRC’s expanding capacity for conducting an aerospace campaign in the Asia-Pacific region would
likely be a variable of its territorial disputes with states around its periphery. As its military strength
increases relative to those of its neighbors, the PRC could feasibly become more assertive in its
claims.106 Along this trajectory, miscalculations, accidents, disputes over sovereignty, or other
unforeseen events have the potential to escalate into armed conflict between the PRC and its
neighbors.

China’s territorial disputes. Source: DOD China Military Power Report, 2009.

On the other hand, others view China’s modernization as more strategic in nature and a bid to
challenge to the United States as well as the current balance of power in the Asia-Pacific region.
Referring to China’s ambitious military modernization program, former U.S. defense officials Michael
Green and Paul Giarra explain:
These developments are designed to re-order the balance of power in China's favor
by diminishing American strategic mobility and free access to Pacific waters, Pacific
airspace, and the "high terrain" of space and cyberspace.107
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One approach to managing the PRC’s evolving aerospace challenge, including the ASBM, is direct
military-technical countermeasures. Countries with the greatest concern due to historical grievances
and geographical proximity, including Taiwan, Japan, India, the United States, and others have been
monitoring developments and assessing their security implications. While each defense
establishment is approaching the challenges differently, most are attempting to balance interests in
maintaining healthy relations with Beijing while at the same time hedging in the event of a future
conflict.

Taiwan
Taiwan serves as the principal coalescing driver for the PRC developing capabilities that seeks
dominate the skies around its periphery. Through aerospace power, the PRC is steadily broadening
its military options, including the ability to use force at a reduced cost in terms of PLA lives and
equipment. Beyond simply expanding military options against Taiwan, the PRC is also is developing
the means to deny or complicate the ability or willingness of the United States to intervene in
response to its use of force.
Investment priorities include increasingly accurate and lethal theater ballistic missiles and LACMs;
development and acquisition of multi-role fighters; and development of stand-off and escort
jammers. Evolving capabilities include extended range conventional precision strike assets that could
be used to suppress U.S. forward bases in Japan, aircraft battle groups operating in the Western
Pacific, and perhaps over the next five to 10 years from U.S. bases on Guam.
While the PRC likely seeks an ability to do so, annihilation involving the physical occupation of
Taiwan is perhaps the least likely course of action. When viewed from a coercive context, Beijing is
already at war with Taiwan every day. The use of force spans along a continuum from "deterrence
warfare," perhaps best demonstrated by Beijing's deployment of five Second Artillery SRBM brigades
opposite Taiwan, all the way to annihilation. PRC decision makers are most likely to resort to
coercive uses of force, short of a full scale invasion, in order to achieve limited political objectives.
Coercive strategies could include a demonstrations of force as seen in the 1995 and 1996 missile
exercises or 1999 flights activity around Taiwan; a blockade intended to pressure decision makers in
Taiwan to assent to Chinese demands; a strategic paralysis involving attacks against the islands
critical infrastructure; and limited missile strikes, just to name a few.
Prominent PLA political analysts believe that coercive approaches offer the optimal solution to
minimize international repercussions in the wake of using force against Taiwan to achieve limited
political objectives.108 A coercive campaign could be geared toward inflicting sufficient pain or
instilling fear in order to coerce Taiwan’s leadership to negotiate on Beijing’s terms, accelerating a
timetable for unification, pursuing immediate political integration, or other political goals. Military
coercion succeeds when the adversary gives in while still having the power to resist. It is
distinguished from brute force, an action that involves annihilation and total destruction.
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Most analyses of the cross-Strait military balance are based upon the worst case, and least likely,
scenario involving a PLA amphibious invasion and physical occupation of Taiwan. In this scenario, air
dominance is a necessary precondition. It is envisioned that large scale SRBM salvos will be carried
out against ground-based air defenses, airbases, and other critical military infrastructure, and
followed up by conventional PLAAF strikes to ensure air defenses remain suppressed. The Second
Artillery’s ability to suppress ground-based air defenses and damage runways would give the PLAAF
the necessary advantage to attain air superiority over the Taiwan Strait. If successfully able to
operate in the skies over Taiwan with impunity, PLAAF interdiction missions could effectively support
an amphibious invasion.109
In the extreme case that violence is necessary, a fundamental PLA guiding concept is to compel a
political concession swiftly, using only the minimal force necessary.110 The goals and forms of
coercive force that Beijing could exercise are limitless. Examples include daily artillery shelling of
offshore islands, missile exercises off Taiwan’s primary ports, intrusions into Taiwan-controlled
airspace, or a missile strike against an uninhabited point in the central mountains of the island. In all
cases, use of force is calibrated to manipulate the cost-benefit calculus of Taiwan’s political and
military leadership. This is premised upon the assumption that Taiwan’s central leadership has a low
threshold for pain and that a limited demonstration would produce the desired results.111 As former
ROC National Security Council Advisor and Deputy Minister of Defense Lin Chong-pin explains:
Beijing will reject the use of nuclear weapons, avoid city-destroying attacks with
indiscriminate conventional weapons and use harassment tactics or unorthodox
measures that are psychologically overbearing yet physically non-damaging.112
In this environment, political considerations trump simple military solutions. Weapon systems and
capabilities transcend the pure military realm and are fielded not only for their operational value but
also to achieve political outcomes. The PRC’s arsenal of five SRBM brigades not only has significant
military value, but also political and psychological effects. In a similar vein, the political value of
Patriot PAC-3 systems, F-16s, and Hsiungfeng-2E (HF-2E) LACMs are equally as important as their
military, political and psychological utility to Taiwan.
Yet a relative erosion of Taiwan’s military capabilities, especially in aerospace power, could create
opportunities and incentives for Beijing’s political and military leadership to assume greater risk in
cross-Strait relations, including resorting to force to resolve political differences. Among the most
significant aspects of Taiwan’s aerospace power include its conventional air force assets, missile
defenses, and strategic strike capabilities.
The ROC Air Force and Air Sovereignty. The fundamental source of tension between Beijing and
Taipei is disagreement over the sovereign status of Taiwan. By extension, regulating and controlling
airspace over territory is also an exercise in sovereignty. In practice, air sovereignty involves the
integrated tasks of surveillance and control in order to enforce a government’s authority over its
territorial airspace.
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Responsible for ensuring air sovereignty, the ROC Air Force (ROCAF)
(ROCAF) has traditionally sought to
113
maintain a fleet of approximately 400 fighters. Its inventory today includes 56 Mirage-2000,
Mirage 2000, 145 FF
16 A/B, 126 Indigenous Defense Fighters (IDFs), and 60 F-5E/F
F 5E/F fighters. With its F-5s
F 5s reaching the end
of their operational life,
life, and the entire Mirage, IDF, and F-16
F 16 fleet all entering service in 1997, the
ROCAF began long range planning for procurement of new fighters as early as 1999. Evaluating a
range of options, including the AV-8B
AV 8B and F-35/Joint
F 35/Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), the ROCAF’s first preference
has been a vertical/short take off and landing (V/STOL) airframe. Initial requests for participation in
the international JSF program were rebuffed. Former ROCAF Commander Liu Guili explained in 2006:
"The (ROC) air force is open to
to any kind of VSTOL fighters, and is not necessarily aiming for the US'
Joint Strike Fighters [JSF] that are in development."114
As the ROCAF F-5
F 5 fleet gradually retires over the next five years, planners foresee a widening fighter
gap between now and 2020,
2020, the earliest that a VSTOL airframe could enter its operational inventory.
To bridge the gap, the ROCAF has pursued acquisition of an additional 66 F-16
F 16 fighters through U.S.
foreign military sales (FMS) channels. With F-16A/B
F 16A/B Block 20s no longer in production,
production, the C/D Block
50/52 variant is the closest to the technological level of the ROCAF’s existing fighters.
ROCAF assets are deployed at seven airbases on Taiwan, with four on the west coast and three in the
east. The primary challenge that the ROCAF faces
faces is not its counterpart, the PLAAF, but rather the
Second Artillery’s potential ability to ground ROCAF fighters by damaging runways and other airbase
infrastructure.115
As a result, the ROCAF has been evaluating how to
best maximize its ability to sustain flight operations
after initial strikes. Central to the ROCAF’s strategy
are early warning systems, ground-based
ground based integrated
air and missile defenses to thin out incoming missile
raids, two hardened shelters on the east coast of the
island, rapid runway repair (RRR) capabilities and
swift clearing of unexploded ordnance. The
underground aircraft storage facilities adjacent to
Rapid Runway Repair Exercise. Source: Taiwan internet.
internet
Hualian Airbase and near Taidong are able to house
ho
more than half of the ROCAF’s total fleet. The bases
were designed to preserve the combat strength of the Air Force in the event of a first strike by the
enemy.116 While the facilities are formidable, Second Artillery LACMs could attempt to target
vulnerabilities around the periphery of the bunkers.117
vulnerabilities
In order to open windows to generate sorties, the ROCAF and Taiwan’s R&D community have been
evaluating options and investing in RRR and unexploded ordnance equipment. The ROCAF has
reportedly procured more than 350 RRR kits, with plans to procure at least an additional 175 sets.
Exercises are reportedly conducted on a regular basis, including surveying craters and spalls,
assessing minimum operating strips, and conducting repairs.118
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It is worth noting that theater missile challenge to airbase operations is not new. Taiwan’s airbase
survivability problem bears a strong resemblance to that faced by NATO facilities in the 1980s as the
Groups of Soviet Forces Germany and Warsaw Pact partners deployed increasingly sophisticated
deep strike assets. Perhaps even more vulnerable are U.S. facilities on Okinawa in southern Japan
that could support an intervention in the Taiwan Strait, as they are within striking range of the
Second Artillery’s Jinhua SRBM, MRBM brigades in eastern China, and forward deployed GLCMs.119
Air and Missile Defenses. Taiwan is also investing in early warning and terminal missile defenses in
order to undercut the coercive utility of Second Artillery theater missiles. Its initial step has been
procuring a long range early warning radar able to detect both air-breathing and ballistic targets at
extended ranges through U.S. FMS channels. Building on existing PAVE PAWS technology, the radar
system is to be situated on one of the taller peaks in the central mountain range and will be able to
provide early warning of ballistic missile launches at distances of as far as 3,000 kilometers. The radar
is also designed to monitor air targets over the Taiwan Strait and beyond at ranges of less than 200
kilometers, depending on the target’s altitude and radar cross section.120 The radar will augment
existing and new radar systems deployed throughout Taiwan and its off-shore islands.121
Taiwan’s terminal missile defense plans include upgrades to its three Patriot fire units to PAC-3 and
the procurement of at least another four fire units. Taiwan is also said to be developing an
indigenous missile defense system, the Tien-kung-3 (TK-3). Meanwhile, to counter low flying LACMs,
upgrades to its short range air defense assets are under evaluation, along with elevated sensors for
overcoming line of sight limitations.122
Deep Interdiction Programs. Taiwan has long maintained an ability to carry out deep strike missions
against military targets in southeast China. To counter PRC coercion, Taiwan stresses maintenance of
the necessary military strength as well as the ability to survive a first-strike attack and retaliate with
a second-strike. For example, media reports alleged that Taiwan's leadership communicated to U.S.
interlocutors their intent to strike a range of PRC air bases, missile bases, radar installations, and
supply depots with indigenous fighters and tactical missiles during the March 1996 crisis. As one
prominent advisor to the ROCAF, British air strategist Vice Marshal Tony Mason, explained in January
2001:
Any attack from the mainland, regardless of its timescale, would depend upon tight
coordination to achieve its political objectives. Consequently, any delay, disruption
or dislocation inflicted by even small-scale ROCAF attacks could have a
disproportionate strategic and ultimately political impact.
In the past, the ROCAF has earmarked a limited number of its fighters for strike missions, should a
decision be made to take that course of action. However, with PLA air defenses growing increasingly
sophisticated, Taiwan has been developing other means of maintaining a limited strike option. PRC
sources indicate that Taipei has been developing its own answer to the Second Artillery’s DH-10
GLCM – a land attack variant of the HF-2 anti-ship cruise missile, the HF-2E. In 2005, media reports
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alleged that at least 24 launchers have been manufactured, along with an unknown number of
missiles that could cover over 20 targets in southeast China.123 More recently, media reports
highlight further testing of the HF-2E in 2010, with plans to produce at least 80 HF-2E LACMs with a
range of more than 500 kilometers by the end of 2010.124

Japan
Unlike Taiwan, Japan’s security concerns are primarily directed at North Korea. The chances for
armed conflict between the PRC and Japan are slim, despite historical animosity and budding
nationalist sentiments. However, unresolved territorial disputes and a more assertive China could
lead to a crisis in the future. Japan faces an uncertain strategic environment with potentially volatile
hotspots and shifting dynamics in regional aerospace power. North Korea, with its potentially
unstable regime and diplomatic belligerence, poses a demonstrated nuclear armed security threat.
Further north, an unresolved dispute with Russia over the Kuril Islands could also become a sticking
point in Russo-Japanese relations. Beyond territorial disputes with China and South Korea over
Takeshima/Dokdo, the situation across the Taiwan Strait and China’s rapid military modernization
remain potential flashpoints of concern.
With North Korea serving as the most immediate concern, Japan has been taking steps to modernize
its defenses. Although a shift in the strategic environment could alter its direction, Japan has
maintained an operationally defensive strategy, consisting of conventional air forces and ground
based air defenses, to defend against threats from above. Relying on its alliance partner, the United
States, for operations outside its territory, Japan’s defense establishment has chosen to forgo
theater missiles for strategic strike missions. As a result, it places a premium on early warning and
engagement of inbound threats. Therefore, their priorities include the procurement of next
generation fighters, integrated air and missile defenses, intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance systems.125
The Japan Air Self Defense Force (JASDF) maintains a fleet of more than 260 fighters, including 160 F15J Eagles, and a mix of F-4 Phantom II and Mitsubishi F-2s, which are based on F-16C technology.126
The JASDF plans to recapitalize its fighter fleet over the next 30 years. In particular, it is seeking to
replace aging F-4EJ with 40-60 F-X aircraft beginning in 2015 and supplant the F-15 with new F-XX
aircraft beginning in 2020. The JASDF is reportedly eyeing about 40 F-35s to make-up the elite
vanguard of Japan’s future fighter fleet, although other possibilities are under consideration, such
the Eurofighter, the F/A-18E/F, and the F-15FX (a version of the F-15E).127
The JASDF is organized into four regional air defense forces, with the Western Air Defense Force
(headquartered in Kasuga) and the Southwestern Composite Air Division (headquartered in Naha)
most likely to be engaged in a crisis over disputed territories with China.128 All four air defense forces
are report to Japan’s Air Defense Command Headquarters. With plans to relocate from Fuchu Air
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Station in 2010, Japan’s air defense network will be centrally controlled at an Air Defense Command
(ADC) headquarters at Yokota Airbase.129
The command and control system will oversee a mix of ground based air defenses and fighter
operations. First, the JASDF Base Air Defense Ground Environment (BADGE) system relies on 28 air
defense radar sites.130 Japan is beginning to deploy four FPS-5 along with seven improved FPS-3 long
range early warning radar systems capable of detecting ballistic missile launches.131
Japan is establishing a layered, integrated air and missile defense system consisting of Patriot PAC-3
fire units for terminal defense against ballistic missiles and Aegis-equipped destroyers with Standard
Missile-3 (SM-3) interceptors for mid-course defense. With its first unit deployed in March 2007,
PAC-3 fire units are located at five bases around the country.132 Eventually, 16 fire units covering
Japan's major cities will be equipped with PAC-3 missiles. Media reports indicate that Japan is also
equipping four existing and two planned destroyers with the SM-3 Block IA, and these upgrades will
be deployed by 2011. Currently, a joint program between the U.S. and Japan is also seeking to
produce an upgraded interceptor variant, the SM-3 Block IIA. Japan’s Ministry of Defense (MOD)
intends to link its missile defenses to its four FPS-5 radar sites and its seven upgraded FPS-3 radar
sites via a C3 (command, control, communications) network known as the Japan Aerospace Defense
Ground Environment (JADGE) by FY 2011.133
In light of the PRC’s ambitious force modernization, Japan’s SDF faces a number of challenges in the
years ahead. Given the PRC’s impressive advancements in ballistic and cruise missile technology;
electronic, cyber, and anti-satellite capabilities; C4ISR developments, and conventional air
modernization programs, trends suggest PLA capabilities relative the JSDF could enable the former to
attain local air superiority over competing territorial claims at the outset of any future conflict.
Among these challenges include the lack of hardening at key airbases and command and control
facilities, shortcomings in cruise missile defense, and uncertainties surrounding procurement of a
suitable next generation fighter.134 Of the aforementioned vulnerabilities, loss of command and
control facilities appears to be a particular shortcoming.
However, such comparisons ignore the two squadrons of U.S. F-16 CJ/DJ fighters deployed at Misawa
airbase;135 the two squadrons of U.S. F-15 C/D fighters deployed at Kadena airbase;136 and Carrier Air
Wing 5’s forward deployed F-18 fighters at Naval Air Facility Atsugi.137 Yet, the idea that the US could
also lose air superiority over Japan is underscored by a RAND study which found that an attack on
Kadena Airbase with 34 theater ballistic missile with submunition warheads could “damage, destroy
or strand 75 percent of the aircraft based at Kadena.”138
In the future, competing territorial claims in the Senkaku Islands could possibly lead to a military
confrontation. In this unlikely yet possible scenario, the PLA could attempt to establish local air
superiority over the contested area. This could be extended as far as control of the skies in southern
Japan.139 However, air dominance over the whole country is unlikely to succeed, due to the sheer
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number of airfields in Japan, unless vulnerabilities in the national air defense system were identified
and exploited.
As time goes on, the JASDF’s requirement for a low-observable air superiority fighter, preferably one
able to interoperate with U.S. Air Force counterparts, will grow. Over time, should the U.S.-Japan
alliance prove incapable of deterring PRC military action over a territorial dispute, an inability to
defend against conventional MRBMs and GLCMs could prompt a future political leadership in Tokyo
to rethink self-imposed restrictions on the development of offense strike systems. Past media
reporting indicates Tokyo has at least considered the procurement of strike systems such
Tomahawks.140

India
While India and China maintain cordial official relations, tensions simmer under the surface. The
PRC’s territorial dispute with India is over two tracts of land in the northern and eastern India - Aksai
Chin, which is currently administered by the PRC under Xinjiang Province; and Arunachal Pradesh,
which is currently administered by India. While competing claims are unlikely to erupt in conflict, it is
worth noting that the Sino-Indian war of 1962 has severely conditioned Indian threat perceptions of
China. For all the PRC’s attempts to resolve border disputes with its neighbors, the one with India is
still outstanding. India is enhancing its aerospace power with significant investment into Air Force,
theater missile, and missile defense modernization.141
With declared security interests extending from the Persian Gulf to the Strait of Malacca, the Indian
Air Force (IAF) is rapidly modernizing to meet the country’s security interests. The IAF is in the
process of upgrading its older fleet of Russian MiG-21, MiG-27, and MiG-29 fighters as well as its
Jaguar and Mirage airframes. IAF Su-30MKI strike fighters are at the core to its deep strike
capabilities. A large portion of its existing fleet of around 500 fighters consists of older MiG-21
airframes. Under its Medium Multi Role Combat Aircraft (MMRCA) program, the IAF intends to
procure up to 126 new fighters from any one of a number of contenders, including the Eurofighter,
F-16C/D, and Russian MiG-35.
Among the IAF’s five operational commands, the Western Air Command, located at Subroto Park in
New Delhi, is viewed as the most likely to be involved in any future air campaign related to Aksai
Chin. For the flashpoint of Arunachal Pradesh, the IAF’s Eastern Air Command, headquartered in
Shillong, would bear the brunt of a campaign. Shillong is located less than 1000 kilometers from DF21 brigades in Chuxiong, and within 1800 kilometers of GLCM garrisons in Liuzhou and Guiyang.
In response to Chinese and Pakistani theater missile development programs, India’s Defence
Research and Development Organization (DRDO) has been diversifying the Indian Army’s ballistic and
land attack cruise missile inventory. India’s conventional and nuclear-capable solid-fueled, road
mobile ballistic missile force is comprised of the Agni-I SRBM, with a range of more than 700
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kilometers, the Agni-II MRBM, with a range of at least 1,500 kilometers, and the Agni-III intermediate
range ballistic missile (IRBM), with a range of 3,000 kilometers or more.142
The Agni-I, primarily oriented toward Pakistani contingencies, was first tested in 1989. The Agni-II is
currently in operation in the Indian armed forces, and the Agni-III is currently thought to be in the
process of induction into the armed forces after its latest successful February 7, 2010 test.143 Flight
testing of an extended range variant of the Agni-III – the 5,000 kilometer range Agni-V – is expected
before February 2011.144 Indian Institute of Science engineers reported in 2008 the successful
development of a new coating that reduces drag on a re-entry vehicle, thus increasing the potential
range of ballistic missiles by as much as a third.145 The DRDO is also reportedly developing a 1,000
kilometer range GLCM known as the Nirbhay.146
India is also developing a multi-layered integrated air and missile defense system that encompasses a
space segment, as well as terminal and mid-course missile defense systems. India expects to deploy
the initial missile defense coverage against MRBM and IRBM threats by 2012.147 Seeking to
eventually be able to engage ICBM threats with a range of greater than 5,500 kilometers, three tests
of its mid-course interceptor were conducted between 2006 and 2009.148 Mountain-based long
range early warning radars, including two advanced missile defense early warning and fire control
radar systems reportedly acquired from Israel in 2001, are expected to provide cueing for its missile
defense interceptors.149 In addition, India’s space authorities have expressed interest in space-based
missile warning systems.150
In short, India is rapidly expanding its ballistic missile and LACM capabilities, augmented by
indigenous missile defenses, as well as modernizing its conventional air forces. Reflecting a growing
confidence in its missile capabilities, DRDO director V.K. Saraswat reportedly commented that "after
Agni III and Agni V, as far as cities in China and Pakistan are concerned, there will be no target that
we want to hit but can't hit." Shrugging off the notion of a strategic rivalry, one PLA National Defense
University professor concludes that India is still 10 to 15 years behind China in terms of missile
technology.151
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PRC Aerospace Modernization and Regional Stability
The Asia-Pacific region is in the midst of fundamental change, with significant implications for long
term strategic stability. The gradual expansion of China’s long range precision strike capabilities,
especially its increasingly sophisticated conventional ballistic missiles and GLCM infrastructure, is
altering the regional strategic landscape. Due their speed, precision, and difficulties in fielding viable
defenses, these systems – if deployed in sufficient numbers – have the potential to provide the PRC
with a decisive military edge in the event of conflict over territorial or sovereignty claims. Reliance on
ballistic missiles and extended range LACMs also incentivizes other militaries to develop similar
capabilities. Beyond force modernization programs in India and Taiwan, the PRC’s expansion of its
aerospace capabilities is at least a partial driver for a modest shift in U.S. defense policies.152
The PLA’s expanding capacity to deny the United States access to bases and the ability to project
power into the region figured prominently in the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR):
U.S. forces must be able to deter, defend against, and defeat aggression by
potentially hostile nation-states. This capability is fundamental to the nation’s ability
to protect its interests and to provide security in key regions. Anti-access strategies
seek to deny outside countries the ability to project power into a region, thereby
allowing aggression or other destabilizing actions to be conducted by the anti-access
power. Without dominant U.S. capabilities to project power, the integrity of U.S.
alliances and security partnerships could be called into question, reducing U.S.
security and influence and increasing the possibility of conflict.153
Highlighting the PRC’s MRBM, LACM, submarine, electronic warfare, long range air defense, and
fighter development, the report stresses the need for a joint air-sea battle concept to defeat antiaccess and area denial capabilities. It also promotes developing long range strike capabilities,
strengthening the resilience of overseas bases, and ensuring access to space and use of space
assets.154
The 2010 QDR outlines a number of options, including equipping future Virginia-class attack
submarines for conventional strike missions. The Unmanned Combat Air System (UCAS) would
permit strike operations to be conducted from carriers at ranges beyond that of an ASBM and other
area denial capabilities. The U.S. Air Force is evaluating a number of systems for long range strike,
and together with the Navy, is examining alternatives for new joint cruise missile programs.
Conventional prompt global strike prototypes are also under evaluation.155
Augmenting the QDR are a number of analyses outlining ways to manage the dynamic shifts
underway in the region. With concerns rising over the anti-access challenge to utilizing bases in the
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Western Pacific and area denial capabilities that could restrict U.S. naval operations, pressure to
reduce the U.S. footprint in Japan and elsewhere could mount. Noting the emergence of an arms
race, the Center for a New American Security’s Robert Kaplan foresees U.S. bases moving away from
allied territories to Guam and the South Pacific Islands, and greater U.S. naval presence in the Indian
Ocean.156
To counter the PLA’s growing capacity to carry out an extended range aerospace campaign, one
detailed study suggests investing in the ability to withstand initial strikes and limit damage to U.S.
and allied forces and bases, neutralize PLA command and control networks, suppress the PLA’s
theater sensor architecture and theater strike systems, and sustain initiative in the air, on the sea, in
space, and within the cyber domain.157 Another study outlines the operational advantages and
challenges of forward based conventional ballistic missiles and other prompt global strike systems
launched from U.S. bases in Japan or Guam and the need for survivability should a decision be made
to do so.158
In sum, the PRC’s expanding aerospace capabilities are influencing the development of similar
capabilities in other defense establishments, including the United States. However, they may also
have another effect. PLA successes in fielding advanced long range precision strike systems dilute
international efforts to stem the proliferation of delivery platforms for weapons of mass destruction.
This may encourage other countries to follow suit, especially as China’s global leadership and
standing increases. In light of Russia’s threats of withdrawal from the Intermediate Nuclear Force
(INF) Treaty, partially due to the global proliferation of short and medium range ballistic and ground
launched cruise missiles, the PLA’s selection of these systems to defend its territorial claims could
also undermine one of the most successful and enduring arms control agreements to date.
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Conclusion
Largely driven by a Taiwan scenario, China’s capacity to conduct a successful aerospace campaign for
decisive air advantage is surpassing the defenses fielded by Taiwan, Japan, perhaps India, and even
U.S. forces operating in the Western Pacific. Among the most significant capabilities that are
contributing toward regional aerospace imbalances are the PLA’s long range precision strike systems,
primarily its conventional ballistic and land attack cruise missiles. Perhaps equally as important is an
evolving sensor network to accurately cue these strike assets and offer situational awareness.
Another factor is China’s growing ability to defend its strike assets from interdiction on the ground
and redundancy in its command and control system.
Over time, an expansion of its theater missile infrastructure, conventional air power, and sensor
systems could give China a decisive edge in securing the skies around its periphery should territorial
disputes erupt into conflict. The ability to dominate the airspace over a given geographic domain has
the potential to create regional instability in the event of political disagreements. The more
confident that a country is of military success, the greater the chance that force could be assertively
applied in pursuit of political demands.
Over the next 15 years, the PRC may be increasingly confident of its ability to dominate the skies
around its periphery in a region with limited persistent surveillance architecture. This may lead
Beijing to become more assertive in its dealings with its neighbors. A strategic shift in regional
aerospace balance also may increasingly unravel the fabric of U.S. alliances and prompt allies and
friends to consider weapons of mass destruction and their means of delivery as an insurance against
unfavorable imbalances.159
Addressing these challenges require maintaining or developing the means to undercut the political
and military utility of the PRC's theater missile-centric strategy and striving for a balance that could
deter PRC recourse to force or other means of coercion. However, alternative approaches could offer
initiatives for moderating PLA force postures and address underlying security dilemmas through
cooperative threat reduction programs.

Taiwan as the Testbed
Rolling back the missile problem starts with Taiwan. The potential for PRC coercive use of force to
resolve political differences with Taiwan has been, and likely will remain, the primary flash point in
the region. It is also the contingency that most likely would bring the U.S. and China, as well as
others in the region, into armed conflict. With the aforementioned in mind, a relative erosion of
Taiwan’s military capabilities could create opportunities and incentives for Beijing’s political and
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military leadership to assume greater risk in cross-Strait relations, including resorting to force to
resolve political differences.
Beijing’s goal in assured air superiority through theater missiles is conceived as defensive in nature.
Spurred by long standing insecurities, the PRC seeks to suppress the ability of a potential adversary
to conduct strikes against its territory through a combination of traditional air defenses and long
range precision strikes wherever they may originate. However, Beijing’s goals are not simply
defensive in nature. In order to deter perceived moves toward de jure independence, the PRC also
seeks the capacity to dominate the skies over Taiwan, whether as part of an integrated coercive air
campaign, a maritime blockade or physical occupation, or simply to exercise sovereignty over the
skies of Taiwan.
The focus on Taiwan is the product of numerous interests. The Taiwan independence “threat”
conveniently justifies PLA budget increases in a resource- constrained bureaucratic environment. It
also provides a pretext for accelerating modernization without raising excessive alarm from others in
the region. As the unresolved cross-Strait status stands as an issue that captures wide bureaucratic
and public support, it is also useful in validating the development of capabilities applicable to other
contingencies around China’s periphery.160
U.S. policy should adopt a mix of positive and negative incentives to garner Beijing’s commitment to
peaceful means of resolving political differences with Taiwan and reduce the PLA’s force posture
opposite the island, particularly its SRBM deployment.161 Barring such a shift in PRC’s defense policy,
undercutting the political and military utility of PLA aerospace power is a viable approach for Taiwan.
Because passive and terminal missile defenses, such as PATRIOT PAC-3, alone are insufficient to
undercut the coercive and military utility of the PRC’s ballistic missile and land attack cruise missiles,
Taiwan’s reported program to field the Hsiungfeng-2E indigenous LACM is not without reason.
Beyond this, incentives should be developed to reduce PRC confidence in the political and military
utility of its theater missile-centric strategy. Taiwan’s increased investment into passive defenses
could mitigate the effects of China’s growing prowess according to a solid assessment of Taiwan’s
unique operating environment.162
A second track could be to begin assessing options for a multi-role fighter able to operate from
shorter runways. A variety of options are worth considering, including the eventual release of F-35B,
the transfer of an existing VSTOL design, such as the AV-8B, or the initiation of design work on a
VSTOL-capable advanced indigenous defense fighter.
The third and most politically sensitive track would be the principled release of additional F-16s to
Taiwan as an interim bridge to fielding of a VSTOL airframe. Release of additional F-16s would be an
appropriate and measured response to the PRC’s growing reliance on ballistic missiles as an
instrument of coercion. Should Beijing demonstrate clear intent to redeploy or drawdown its five
confirmed SRBM brigades opposite Taiwan, then formal notification to Congress could be deferred.
Such an approach constitutes a form of reciprocal unilateralism. However, explicit negotiations
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linking PRC ballistic missile deployments with U.S. arms sales to Taiwan would be neither appropriate
nor desirable.163
Yet, the PRC has long linked U.S. arms sales to Taiwan with ballistic missiles. The first linkage
concerns the initial release of 150 F-16 A/B fighters to Taiwan in 1992 and subsequent sale of 300
kilometer range M-11 SRBMs to Pakistan.164 As then-RAND scholar Evan Medeiros argued in a classic
treatise on Chinese non-proliferation policies, “the F-16 sales quickly and fundamentally changed the
nature of U.S-China negotiations on missile non-proliferation.” Beijing also has leveraged prospects
of missile-related transfers to Iran as a means to reduce U.S. arms sales to Taiwan.165
Beijing has long viewed U.S. arms sales to Taiwan in a predominately political context. Yet, the
United States, and Taiwan to a lesser extent, has approached arms sales issues from a primarily
military perspective. From Beijing’s perspective, the military value of F-16s and Taiwan’s other
legitimate defense requirements are less relevant than their political implications. The PRC presumes
that arms sales will stoke Taiwanese “independence” sentiments and encourage Taipei to negotiate
on terms less favorable to Beijing. In the case of the latter, the Ma administration has linked the
removal of the SRBMs opposite Taiwan with the initiation of political negotiations.166
The single most significant act that could be taken to avoid risks of military confrontation over the
next 10 to 15 years would be a PRC renunciation of military force to resolve its political differences
with Taiwan. This, in conjunction with a tangible reduction in its military posture, specifically a
drawdown or even redeployment of the SRBM infrastructure deployed opposite Taiwan, would
facilitate demilitarization in the Taiwan Strait and set the region on a more stable course.
In the near term, a PRC withdrawal of its five SRBM brigades opposite Taiwan would demonstrate
peaceful intent and enhance stability in the Asia-Pacific region. While unconfirmed reports have
indicated that the issue is under consideration in Beijing, withdrawal of missiles alone would be
insufficient.167 Operationally, removing the missiles themselves would only involve redeployment of
the regiment under 52 Base which stores the SRBMs (the 96176 Unit). In the future, any
redeployment of the infrastructure under 52 Base (consisting of five SRBM brigades opposite
Taiwan) to 53 Base, 55 Base, or 56 Base would increase warning time and thus build confidence.

A Global INF?
China’s conventional ballistic missile and GLCM build-up has taken place within the vacuum created
by the INF Treaty. The treaty, signed in December 1987, had called for the elimination of all U.S. and
Russian land-based ballistic and cruise missiles, ranging 500 to 5,500 kilometers, within three years.
The agreement was unlimited in its geographic coverage but did not include air- and sea-launched
missiles. By May 1991, the United States and Soviet Union had dismantled the last of more than
2,500 GLCMs and ground-launched ballistic missiles along with their support equipment as covered
under the INF Treaty.
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A unilateral Chinese withdrawal of its SRBM infrastructure would be a good starting point toward a
parallel initiative. The PRC’s emphasis on ballistic missiles and LACMs provides an impetus for others
to develop similar capabilities. Therefore, another track to augment U.S. and allied force
modernization programs could be part of a broader effort to globally roll back land based ballistic
and cruise missiles. Chinese restraint in the development, production, and deployment of extended
range land based conventional ballistic and cruise missiles would also build confidence among its
neighbors and reduce incentives to develop and field countermeasures.
Calls for global restrictions on land based theater missiles are not new. In part due to China’s build
up of theater missiles, Russia has outlined concerns regarding the strictly bilateral nature of the INF
Treaty. This has been echoed by others who have advocated a global “zero ballistic missile (ZBM)
regime” and flight test ban.168 Washington and Moscow have sought to strengthen the INF Treaty by
encouraging other countries to join the accord. In October 2007, Russian President Vladimir Putin
told then-Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and Secretary of Defense Robert Gates that his
government would find it difficult to continue complying with the INF Treaty unless it was also
ratified by other countries. During a United Nations General Assembly session, both Russia and the
US issued a statement:
“The Russian Federation and the United States call on all interested countries to
discuss the possibility of imparting a global character to this important regime
through the renunciation of ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with
ranges between 500 and 5,500 kilometers, leading to the destruction of any such
missiles, and the cessation of associated programs. Such a renunciation would serve
to strengthen the international nuclear missile nonproliferation effort.”169
A global ban on land based theater missiles would stabilize the regional security environment by
reversing current trends and encouraging an environment in which air assets would be the
predominant strike asset. An air-centric environment would increase warning times, boost the
relative utility of air defenses, and promote greater stability in times of crisis. Restrictions on theater
missiles would also decrease the chances of accidental launches of nuclear-capable ICBMs and
submarine-launched ballistic missiles.
How PRC aerospace-related capabilities will evolve over the next 15 years is still unclear, particularly
in relation to the capabilities of the United States and Taiwan, as well as U.S. allies and friends such
as Japan, Republic of Korea, Australia, and India. Over time, the same capabilities arrayed against
Taiwan could be brought to bear in the pursuit of other sovereignty claims around its periphery. The
size and form of the Second Artillery’s extended range ballistic and ground launch cruise missile
infrastructure could also be a metric of intent toward others in the future.
An international or regional agreement to restrict land-based theater missiles is worth considering as
under-preparedness could prove to be detrimental to long term U.S. interests. Developments to
watch closely include improvements in the range and payload of PLA aircraft; increases in the
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lethality, accuracy, and numbers of PLA conventional ballistic and land attack cruise missiles; and an
expansion of China’s regional persistent surveillance network. These indicators have profound
strategic implications for the U.S. and given the centrality of the Asia-Pacific to U.S. global interests,
China’s aerospace development certainly warrants further attention.
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